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SURVIVAL: FIGHT OR FLIGHT 

GALLERY 1 
 
 

6 APRIL – 19 MAY 

 
White ash covering the ground and trees turned to blackened sticks; a personal experience of a devastating 
bushfire in 2014 has spurred a new body of work by artist Cathy Swioklo and led to the curation of a new 
group exhibition Survival: Fight or Flight. Opening Friday 5 April at Mundaring Arts Centre, the exhibition 
features the work of Swioklo alongside Denise Brown, Peter Dailey, Bev Iles, David Small and Patricia Tarrant; 
the group of artists connected through Midland TAFE’s former Environmental Art and Design degree. 
Exploring themes of survival; the artists delve into issues that question our existence in a world fraught with 
challenges. 
 
Drawing inspiration from the beauty of the 
changed environment after a fire, Swioklo’s 
pastel drawings reflect on the difficult choice 
between fleeing or staying to fight, as well as the 
ongoing impact of a fire on the residents of both 
built and natural environments. Also exploring 
the impact of natural disasters, Bev Isles reflects 
on the precarious nature of shelter. Using 
fragments, construction offcuts and reused 
materials in her sculptures, Iles considers the 
resources used to form shelter and how our 
connection to place is linked to survival. 
 
 
 
Utilising coloured pencil and graphite, mediums often associated with youth, Denise Brown explores the 
coping mechanisms of children surviving domestic violence. Brown is interested in the compartmentalisation 
of memories and the images that rattle free when least expected.  
 
David Small reflects on the rural and coastal landscape as it competes for survival against the expanding 
built environment, his paintings are influenced by his involvement in the local Bush Fire Brigade. Similarly 
Peter Dailey is interested in the notion of survival, human impact on the Earth and how all creatures react in a 
time of crisis. Patricia Tarrant’s acrylic landscape paintings explore vulnerable flora, insects and small 
animals rendered helpless in the face of humankind’s pollution and destruction of the environment.  
 
Whilst a sombre reminder of the fragility of life on this planet Survival: Fight or Flight, which continues until 19 
May, is also a tale of enduring strength in the face of a threat.  
 

Peter Dailey, Survival I (detail), 2018, oil on board, 1220 x 720 mm 


